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THE RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION

The Residents of Thwaite Street and Surrounding Area (TASC) met and discussed their ideas and looked at the children’s suggestions. Here are some of the things they would like:

- Something that looks nice
- Pile up the rubble and spray the mounds with coloured concrete
- Raised beds for flowers and vegetables
- Just a general tidy up
- Something for the children
- A bin
- A community postbox
- An events space
- Somewhere for the children to have a focal point
- Somewhere to barbeque
- Some areas left for wildlife to establish itself
- A meeting circle with an open space in the middle
- Somewhere visually stimulating
- Seats in the sunshine
- For it to have a focal point
- Somewhere children can be inventive
- Wide enough for wheelchairs and mobility vehicles
- Hard surfaces, easy to clean/clear
- Green space
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